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ABOUT OUR MAGAZINE
FASHION FUTURES MAGAZINE is a student magazine created by five 
first year students studying international fashion promotion at 

manchester fashion institute, manchester metropolitan university.

this magazine was created to provide a platform to showcase the 
work of “the future of fashion”. within this edition we have teamed 

up with several manchester fashion institute students, both current 
and graduated, who have all designed and created amazing garments 

throughout their time studying fashion. 

editorials such as “no more boundaries”, “toxic masculinity” and 
“non-identical” have been styled and shot by the fashion futures 

team, whereas other editorials feature the designers’ own look book 
photographs. the editorials “the bedroom collection & the last of 
the bosozokus” feature current final year students at manchester 
fashion institute ella brooks-sykes and tom davidson, whereas the 

rest of the editorials feature last year’s graduates.

we hope you enjoy this magazine as much as we did creating it!
fashion futures team

created by
Matthew atherton, olivia mayfield, eve broadbent, 

isabella white and ida johnsen
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NO MORE
BOUNDARIES

PHOTOS IN THIS EDITORIAL ARE TAKEN AND STYLED 
BY THE FASHION FUTURES TEAM. 

GARMENTS: JADE SHIELDS DESIGN. MODEL: DYLAN ROBERTS.





What inspired your final graduate collection?
The main themes within my Final Graduate Collection, were to breakdown the preconceptions within 
menswear fashion; not allowing the boundaries of society to form my silhouettes, but being an advocate for 
individuals who feel liberated enough to move freely through an often-narrow-minded world. After working in 
a Solicitors Office over summer period to save for university, I became really aware of how men still have some 
what patriarchal positioning within certain parts of society. As much as we are developing, we still see some 
aspects of this toxic masculinity and this is a real interest to me, and within my work.

Would you say you have a running theme throughout your creations?
My work has always really taken an interest in how humans interact with each other in society, how this interac-
tion changes, develops and clashes. 

What three words would best describe your collection?
Three words that describe my collection would be intense, intimate and a story. 

What’s next for you? Where do you see yourself in the future? 
I am currently studying a MA in Fashion Menswear at the Royal College of Art, and I am in my first year of study. 
My focus continues to be on performances of masculinity in society, particularly looking into the curation of 
male identities in the real word versus the digital world. Until 2019 my focus will be on using this opportunity 
to develop the communication of my designs along with development of my personal design philosophies. 

Are you working on anything new currently? 
I am currently developing my BA Collection, as I have been shortlisted for the competition with i-D Emerging 
Designers which takes place in May in New Zealand. 

Who would you say is your favourite designer?
I would say I do not really tend to become inspired by other designers, although I can appreciate their work. I 
am really inspired by society, and how we interact with each other, which a large amount of my research comes 
from philosophers, and their thinking. I am really inspired at the moment by the Slovenian philosopher, Slavoj 
Zizek, however if I had to choose a designer I am excited for each season, it would be Fashion East. 

What does fashion mean to you? Can you define it?
To me, fashion is a tool for change, and liberation. 

Would you say Manchester has a specific style?
I think due to the internet I think style is distorted now in relation to cities. But something that always is 
highlighted to me is the traditional ‘Northern’ attitude and the way of life, it can be a little rough and ready, but 
I love that. 

How do you stay up to date regarding fashion?
Catwalks and fashion week now are becoming boring in my opinion. There is always a need to create more, 
have a whole collection so many times a year, is there a purpose for constantly producing apart from our own 
ego? To answer the question, I tend to not be so up to date in relation to catwalks and fashion week, I am more 
inspired by the fashion, and style of the people I surround myself with. 

Would you say you have any strengths or weaknesses?
My strengths I believe would be my ability to visual communicate my work, as well as being able to create work 
that can be used as a platform to communicate social and political messages. My weaknesses would be the 
finer details of a garment and taking them into consideration when designing. 

MEET THE DESIGNER: JADE SHIELDS
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PHOTOS IN THIS EDITORIAL ARE COURTESY OF JADE SHIELDS. 
GARMENTS: JADE SHIELDS DESIGN.
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PHOTOS IN THESE EDITORIALS ARE COURTESY OF ELLA BROOKS-
SYKES AND TOM DAVIDSON, FEATURING THEIR OWN DESIGNS.
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MEET THE DESIGNERS: ELLA BROOKS-
SYKES & TOM DAVIDSON

What inspired you to choose to study design within Manchester Metropolitan?
Ella: I was inspired to study fashion design at Manchester Metropolitan because it has so much freedom 
and creativity within it. I have realised now the escapism with it, it can be whatever it wants to be with no 
restrictions. 

Would you say you have a running theme throughout your creations?
Ella: My running themes mostly involve my fascination with romance and relating this within my work. I 
have always looked back on my past relationships to help me transfer this in my work. 
Tom: I wouldn’t say I have a specific running theme, however I would say that my work looks at quite broad 
subjects. Links to brutalism, something that a gang of guys would wear. 

What three words would best describe your collection? 
Ella: The three main words that would describe my work would probably have to be familiar, as there are 
familiar shapes that are exaggerated, eccentric (in its own way) and romantic. 
Tom: Mine would be Auto Modest, modernist and brutalism. 

Would you have any advice for people who want to go into design? 
Both designers agree that you have to walk into the course with an open mind and don’t assume assume 
that how you think you are going to design is how you are going to end up designing, and that everyone 
gets influenced.

What does fashion mean to you? Can you define it?  
Ella: Fashion to me means escapism, it’s another world and everybody needs it. To me it is so important and 
is part of the art industry that speaks to everyone. 
Tom: Fashion allows you to be you, it is self-expression. Everybody creates an outfit in the morning, so it 
affects everyone. I think the concept of fashion is interesting because even if you try to be ‘anti-fashion’, you 
simply can’t be. It is interesting to see how people try and dispute trends and wear their dad’s tees. 

Would you say Manchester has a specific style?  
Ella: I would say Manchester does have a specific trend. It is a city run by students and there has been a 
vibe to students recently, the thrift shop vibe. This mainly consists of a chilled style where people don’t 
spend time dressing up. 
Tom: I agree that the whole thrift-shop style is popular in Manchester especially for students. I’ve seen so 
much of the Supreme brand this year. Interestingly, it is good to see that the Oasis style is still a popular 
trend here. 

Would you say you have any strengths and weaknesses? 
Ella: My strength would be my initial research, and how I am able to portray my concepts always seem to 
come out quite well. With my weakness, it would have to be maybe not always developing an idea to it 
fullest potential as I get stuck and maybe get scared of trying it. Also I get easily distracted with other ideas 
and have a scatter brain; thinking “ah, I could have done that” when a product is finished. For example, 
creating five individual pieces instead of one amazing piece that I am more happy with. 
Tom: I think my strength would have to be the development of the garment, which I enjoy the most. I 
also love creating details within my garments, like the pocket styling. My weakness would have to be the 
promotional side to the course, because I can do it but it’s not something I’m strong at, so I would rather 
have someone else do it for me.  
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PHOTOS IN THIS EDITORIAL ARE TAKEN AND STYLED BY THE 
FASHION FUTURES TEAM. 

GARMENTS: JADE SHIELDS DESIGN. 
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EVERY FAIRY TALE NEEDS

A VILLAIN

PHOTOS IN THIS EDITORIAL ARE COURTESY OF TOM BIRD-
JONES, FEATURING HIS OWN DESIGNS. 

PHOTOGRAPHER: ELLIOT BANKS
MODEL: GIGI HARI





MEET THE DESIGNER: TOM BIRD-JONES
What inspired you to choose to study design within Manchester Metropolitan?
I drove a few of my friends to an open day from college and I had always wanted to go to a London based 
fashion Uni because I thought they were the best. However, when I got to Manchester it completely changed 
my mind and I instantly fell in love with the city and the facilities at MMU was a massive attraction to me. The 
living costs compared to London were also a huge factor for me.

What inspired your final graduate’s collection?
My main inspiration came from my love of fairy tales and just the whole fantasy of clothing and princess style 
dresses. My tutor Rebecca worked in couture and she had told me to completely flip what I wanted to do on its 
head and create something totally different, so I decided to put a dark spin on it and ended up with the title 
‘Every fairy-tale needs a villain’

What was the process of creating your garments? Did you start off with a pattern, a specific piece of cloth-
ing or colours etc.? And how long did it take for you to create the whole collection?
My collection started with a scrap piece of fabric I had found in the resource centre at university. It was a 
performance type fabric called spacer fabric and was still pretty new to market, it reminded me very much of 
Balmain. I loved it and knew my whole collection had to be in this fabric. I needed to make it more luxurious as 
my target customer was a bad ass rich girl! I then decided to sew crepe cord into the channels of the fabric and 
this created rigidity within the fabric and became like a second skin type armour. I also used the laser cutting 
idea I had from a previous project which people seemed to love so I thought I would run with that idea and 
thankfully it really did pay off. 
I’d like to think my collection only really took a few months to design and create, I’m a very practical person 
and once I have an idea in my head I have to just create it and then figure out how to build the patterns after, 
which is not the best way to work, but it works for me.

Are you working on anything new currently?
Whilst in my final year as part of my business module I set up my own leather bag company called Huckleber-
ry, I’m very eager to continue with that and see if anything comes of it as they did really well whilst I was at Uni.

What is your favourite part of being a fashion designer? 
The best part about being a fashion designer is seeing people wearing my clothes, there is honestly no better 
feeling than seeing something you have designed and created all by yourself being worn by somebody, who 
actually loves it as much as you do!
 
What does fashion mean to you? Can you define it? 
Fashion to me is more than clothes, its fantasy a dream world. There are different levels of fashion and the fash-
ion I love is that of fantasy the embellished dresses and the couture side. Fashion means something different 
to each individual and it is such a personal expression.

Would you say Manchester has a specific style? 
Manchester certainly does have a certain style, the ‘London look’ is always super edgy and I think Manchester 
is more street style. I’m excited for the talent that is emerging from the north and it’s no longer going to be all 
about the London fashion colleges.

How do you stay up to date regarding fashion? 
Part of my job is to stay on top of the latest fashion trends and to find the next shape or fabric. Social media is a 
huge part of finding the newest look, we are no longer waiting for fashion houses to show us the newness we 
can access millions of people’s personal styles and figure out the newest trends all from Instagram. The power 
of social media is changing fashion.
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PHOTOS IN THIS EDITORIAL ARE COURTESY OF KATIE 
BRANDWOOD, FEATURING HER OWN DESIGNS.

PHOTOGRAPHER: SARA ACANTHE
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PHOTOS IN THIS EDITORIAL ARE COURTESY OF SARAH 
KILLBRIDE, FEATURING HER OWN DESIGNS.





MEET THE DESIGNER: SARAH KILBRIDE

What inspired your final graduate’s collection?
My Final Graduate Collection was inspired by my twin sister, Racheal, making my collection more personal 
to me. As you can tell within my look book photos, there are some images that include two sets of arms that 
have are intertwined within the garments, which represents my concept of twins within the two garments. 

What was the process of creating your garments? Did you start off with a pattern, a specific piece of 
clothing or colours etc.? And how long did it take for you to create the whole collection?
I started off with two separate dresses, and then as I wanted my garments to relate to my concept of twins, 
so I decided to put the dresses together. I then created two garments each combined with the two separate 
dresses, which you can tell with the neck line, and one of the sleeves that I have intertwined two dresses 
together. My two final garments were quite difficult to make because of the material, I used as it was very 
slippery, however the results were worth it. I started the project a week after Christmas break, and contin-
ued to do fittings, and alterations through to mid-march. 

What three words would best describe your collection?
I would say loud, fun, and oversized. 

Who would you say is your favourite designer?
My favourite designer would have to be Molly Goddard, which her collections strongly influenced my Final 
Graduate Collection ideas, and designs. Her pieces are very fun, and oversized, and I wanted to convey a 
similar style, and design.

What is your favourite part of being of being a fashion designer?
It would have to be seeing your thoughts, and ideas come to life, is the best part of doing design. Also, 
being able to be free with your ideas, and concepts within the course. 

Would you have any advice for people who want to go into design?
For advice for future fashion design students, try and listen everyone’s advice, and ideas. Play on each 
other’s strengths and weakness, and also listen to the lecture’s advice with a little pinch of salt, there are 
there to only help, and influence your ideas. 

How do you stay up to date regarding fashion?
Social media plays a big part with keeping me up to date regarding fashion, as it is really easy to find 
trends, and influences on social media in today’s society. I also look at the Vogue website. 
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PHOTOS IN THIS EDITORIAL ARE TAKEN AND STYLED BY 
THE FASHION FUTURES TEAM. 

GARMENTS: SARAH KILBRIDE DESIGN. 
MODEL: IDA JOHNSEN

















CONTACT DETAILS
PRESENTED IN THE ORDER THEY APPEAR THROUGHOUT THE MAGAZINE

want the online edition? scan me!

JADE SHIELDS
email: jade.shields.design@gmail.com

instagram: @j.s.shields

ELLA BROOKS-SYKES 
email: brookssykesella@yahoo.co.uk 

instagram: @brookssykes

THOMAS DAVIDSON
email: thomas_davidson@hotmail.co.uk

instagram: @tommyvond

THOMAS BIRD-JONES
email: tom.bird-jones@hotmail.co.uk

instagram: @tombirdjones

KATIE BRANDWOOD 
email: katiebrandwoodfdt@gmail.com

instagram: @katie_brandwood
photographer: sara acanthe

photographer instagram: @s.acanthe

SARAH KILBRIDE
email: Sarah.kilbride@outlook.com

instagram: _sarahkilbride

FASHION FUTURES MAGAZINE CONTACT DETAILS

fashionfuturesmag@gmail.com

instagram @fashionfuturesmag

http://fashionfuturesmagazine.tumblr.com
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